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BIO OIL REVIEW

When applied copiously twice daily, significant results begin after a few weeks. However, I'm mentally ill and lazy and don't always apply it twice a day every day so my results journey has been kind of sketchy. For some reason it works better in some places than others. Not a fan of the oily feeling on my hands after I've smeared the stuff all over the stretchmarks on my breasts, arms, hips and belly.

Probably better if you only have a small area you're trying to improve the appearance of. Also I worry that I have to hang out until it absorbs without putting clothes over the areas I've rubbed oil on but even when I haven't, the oil hasn't significantly marked my clothing.

I'm impatient and inconsistent so I wish it worked faster/was less effort to apply but all in all it does work. It also smells okay. The outside of the bottle gets sticky/oily no matter what I do, but that's probably because I have to get both my hands involved in application to get the oil everywhere I need but then I have to put the lid back on with my oily hands. I'd prefer it in a squirt bottle to be honest. 6/10
Power courses through your veins,

You have always been thunder,
So you should welcome the rain.
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This zine was made on the stolen land of the Bunjilong people of the Kulin nations. Their sovereignty was never ceded.

Did You Know?

Pineapples used to be so expensive that people would RENT them for parties as a prestigious decoration!